SERVICES
OFFERED
Sponsorship/Patron
Paid Social Media Adverts
Paid Blog Adverts
Attending Events
Gifted Product Reviews
Paid Video Adverts (IGTV &
YT)

AUDIENCE
REACH
1k Monthly Readers
8k Combined Audience
877k Monthly Tweet
Impressions
16k Monthly Instagram
Impressions
176.5k Monthly Pinterest
Views

PREVIOUS
COLLABORATIONS
Fashion: BlackBetty, High Street Outlet, E5P
Beauty: FFS, Essentialle, Secret Scent Box,
Wonderland
Lifestyle: Novotel, Yankee Candle, Sketchley
Grange
Other: Panasonic, Brain Fud, Bakerdays

CONTACT ME
lifethroughtsg.co.uk
lifethroughtsg@gmail.com

LIFETHROUGHTSG
LIFESTYLE, FASHION, BEAUTY AND MORE

HAYLEY SNELL
Hi there, I'm Hayley and I'm the creator of lifethroughtsg.co.uk. I started
this blog in June 2016 as a summer project, and mainly focused on beauty
and book reviews. Over the last two years, Life Through TSG has evolved
from that simple reviewing project, to become something much more. I
endeavour to put as much of my personality and life experience into each
post as possible. By choosing not to cater solely to one niche, I have a
diverse and dedicated following who have similar interests to myself,
including posts that are a little bit different.

THE BLOG
The blog is my top priority, first and foremost. However, through creating
Life Through TSG, I have also gained an insight into the world of social
media and advertising which is something I have become to love. Therefore,
I do also offer social media advertising packages, ask for my price list for

SINCE 2016

more details.

LIFETHROUGHTSG

On Life Through TSG I tend to post twice a week on a Wednesday and
Sunday. However, this is not a strict schedule as such, I often play around
with it if needs be, and I love a good every day blogging challenge like

BLOG

Blogtober!
I have recently extended my services to cover Youtube and IGTV also.
Although my subscriber count for Youtube is low, I find that I actually get
quite a few views as I like to embed my videos onto my own website,
therefore regular readers can give them a watch.
As for IGTV, this is a more personal project, but I am happy to consider
collaborations for this platform as well as for the Tik Tok platform.
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